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Abstract— The cross database query in Azure SQL database 

helps significant improvements to elastic database queries. 

The elastic database query feature enables the user to run a 

Transact-SQL (T-SQL) query that spans multiple databases 

in Azure SQL Database. It allows the user to perform cross 

database queries to access remote tables, and to connect 

Microsoft and third party tools (Excel, PowerBI, Tableau, 

etc.) to query across data tiers with multiple databases. Using 

this feature, user can scale out queries to large data tiers in 

SQL Database and visualize the results in business 

intelligence (BI) reports [1]. The acronym LINQ is for 

Language Integrated Query. Microsoft’s query language is 

fully integrated and offers easy data access from in-memory 

objects, databases, XML documents and many more. It is 

through a set of extensions, LINQ ably integrate queries in 

C# and Visual Basic. LINQ allows writing queries even 

without the knowledge of query languages like SQL, XML 

etc. LINQ queries can be written for diverse data types [2]. 

In the present investigation, an attempt was made to (1) To 

enhance the performance of database queries arising from 

multiple data sources. (2) To analyze cross database queries 

in Azure using the elastic query techniques (3) Results of 

Azure Cross database queries were compared with LINQ 

with respect to performance considerations while dealing 

with multiple databases. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cross database query allows for richer remote database 

querying topologies where a number of databases need 

access to each other’s tables. This new cross database 

querying capability complements the existing support in 

elastic database query for horizontal partitioning (sharding). 

In contrast to SQL Server on-premises, elastic database 

query in Azure SQL Database now unifies both vertical and 

horizontal partitioning under one common concept and the 

same surface area. Elastic queries can push SQL parameters 

to the remote databases for execution. 

In cross database query technique, an elastic query 

can be used to make data located in a SQLDB database 

available to other SQLDB databases. This allows queries 

from one database to refer to tables in any other remote 

SQLDB database. Here vertical partitioning is made where 

data is partitioned vertically between numbers of databases 

in a data tier. Typically, different sets of tables reside on 

different databases. That means that the schema is different 

on different databases [3]. 

LINQ offers a consistent model for working with 

data across various kinds of data sources and formats. In a 

LINQ query, users are always working with objects. The 

users use same basic coding patterns to query and transform 

data in XML documents, SQL databases, ADO.NET 

Datasets, .NET collections, and any other format for which a 

LINQ provider is available [4]. 

All LINQ query operations consist of three distinct 

actions: 

 Obtain data source. 

 Create query. 

 Execute query. 

 
Fig. 1: Vertical partitioning of databases 

 
Fig. 2: Horizontal partitioning of databases 

The topic Cross Database Query is very important 

for the software developers who are working on the multiple 

databases in Azure for single application/project. There are 

no direct possibilities to query the result in remote database 

from local database on azure platform. But with the help of 

concept of Cross Database Queries, user can access tables, 

stored procedures or functions from the multiple remote 

databases. 

A. Objectives/Goals 

The main objective of the cross database queries is to 

 To access stored procedures, tables and functions from 

remote databases. 

 To enhance the performance of queries from multiple 

remote databases. 

B. Specifications 

 The following steps configure elastic database queries: 

 CREATE MASTER KEY mymasterkey 

 CREATE DATABASE SCOPED 

CREDENTIAL mycredential 

 CREATE EXTERNAL DATA 

SOURCE mydatasource of type RDBMS 

 CREATE EXTERNAL TABLE mytable 

After running the DDL (Data Definition Language) 

statements, user can access the remote table “mytable” as 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/ms174382.aspx
https://msdn.microsoft.com/library/dn935021.aspx
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though it were a local table. Azure SQL Database 

automatically opens a connection to the remote database, 

processes the request on the remote database, and finally 

returns the results. 

The specifications used for cross database queries 

are defined as follow: 

 Master Key: It is being used to create scoped credential 

 Scoped Credential: This is used for creating the 

external data source. 

 External Data source: This used for referring remote 

database. 

 External Table: This is the table referring to the table 

in the remote database.  

C. Architecture 

The architecture for Azure Cross Database queries is as 

mentioned follows.  

 
Fig. 3: Azure Cross Database query Architecture  

D. Implementation Details 

1) Master Key 

Master key is used to create scoped credentials. 

a) Example 

 Create Master Key Encryption by Password = 

'PROD2015!'  

2) Scoped Credential 

 While creating the External Data Source specify 

Scoped Credentials. 

a) Example: 

 Create Database Scoped Credential 

ElasticDbQueryCred2   

With Identity = 'hcproduction', 

Secret Key = 'PROD2015!' 

3) External Data source 

 External Data source points to the Database in the 

Remote Server. 

a) Example: 

Create External Data Source RemoteReferenceData2 WITH 

 ( 

TYPE= RDBMS, 

LOCATION='l0rc84sv6k.database.windows.net', 

DATABASE_NAME='PRODHCData”  

CREDENTIAL= ElasticDBQueryCred2  

) 

Where 

RDBMS:  Type of data source 

Location: Remote DB server details 

DB Name: Data base to be pointed to Remote DB server 

Credentials: Scoped credential which was created. 

4) External Table 

External Table Name should be the same as the Table in 

Remote Database. Column Names also must be matched for 

the required columns of the table in remote database. While 

creating external table we should map the external data 

source associated with the remote database. 

a) Example 

A table was created named RiskRating in 1055 DB 

Create External TABLE RiskRating ( 

[RiskRatingId] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

[DeviceIMEI] [bigint] NOT NULL, 

[PolicyID] [bigint] NOT NULL    with 

( 

data_source = RemoteReferenceData2 

--RemoteReferenceData is the External Data source which 

we created. 

) 

E. Samples with Results 

1) External table with the required columns created in 

1055 database for the table  

 ITSRiskData → RiskRating (RiskRatingId, 

DeviceIMEI, PolicyID)         

2) Local Tables & Columns being used from the Local 

Tables are: 

 DeviceMessage (DeviceId, RoadSpeed, Latitude, 

Longitude) 

 JourneySpeedReference (StartTime, DeviceIMEI, 

EndTime, JourneyId,JourneyConfigId) 

 JourneyReference (JourneyId, VehicleSpeed, 

MessageTime) 

 JourneyConfigs (JourneyConfigId) 

3) Complex Query framed using local tables and external 

table is given below. 

*Where External Table is highlighted in block style 

Select rr.policyid, jsr.StartTime, jsr.EndTime, 

dm.RoadSpeed, max(jr.VehicleSpeed) as MaxVehicleSpeed, 

jr.MessageTime, dm.Latitude, dm.Longitude 

from DeviceMessage3 dm with (NOLOCK) 

inner join RiskRating rr on dm.DeviceID = rr.DeviceIMEI 

inner join JourneySpeedReference3 jsr with (NOLOCK) on 

rr.DeviceIMEI =     jsr.DeviceIMEI 

inner join  JourneyReference3 jr with (NOLOCK) on 

jsr.JourneyId = jr.JourneyId 

inner join JourneyConfig jc with (NOLOCK) on 

jc.JourneyConfigId =  jsr.JourneyConfigId 

where 

jc.JourneyConfigId in (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30) group by 

rr.PolicyId, jsr.startTime, jsr.endTime, 

dm.RoadSpeed, jr.VehicleSpeed, 

jr.MessageTime, dm.Latitude, dm.Longitude 

go 

(Where rr is RiskRating, jsr is JourneySpeed Reference, dm 

is DeviceMessage tables) 

F. Advantages of Cross Database Queries  

 Improved support for common cross database query 

scenarios that do not involve sharding (partition 

technique) 

 Flexible DDL allows schema and table name aliases to 

represent remote database tables. 
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 Performance will be significantly improved for queries 

that involve T-SQL parameters when referencing 

remote tables, 

 Performance improvements for queries that retrieve 

large numbers of rows from remote databases 

 Can access the tables, stored procedures, functions 

from remote database  

 Parameter support in the sp_execute_fanout procedure. 

II. CONCLUSIONS 

While comparing Azure Cross DB queries with LINQ, 

following observations were made: 

Results returned in 260 seconds using Azure Cross 

database query. Earlier LINQ was used to join tables from 

the different databases. In LINQ, it took 460 seconds for the 

same result. (Almost 2 times faster using azure cross 

database query) 

So Azure Cross Database Query using external 

table is the best in terms of less bandwidth, less data transfer 

from database, enhances the performance of the application. 

Cross Database Query will work with good 

performance based on partitioning in the remote database 

(with vertical partitioning). 
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